John Mroz edged out victory. The failure of either candidate to gain expressed their intention to use election. Ted Jones, Mroz’s campus.”

Both men in interviews last night expressed optimism about the outcome of the run-off election. Ted Jones, Mroz’s running mate, commented that “When you run on something you believe in, you can come up form behind to achieve your goal.”

Both SBP candidates definitely stated what their first actions would be if elected. McKenna commented “I would sit down and talk for a week or so with responsible people in order to choose the Student Union Director.” Mroz’s comments were much along the same lines. “I would first advertise for appointed offices, they would all be on an application basis. Also I would set up the hall issues day, working with the hall presidents to do so.”

Concerning their campaign plans for today, both candidates expressed their intention to use the same basic methods they have been using during the regular campaign. John Mroz remarked “In the next couple of days we plan to point out the difference between us. We plan to stress workable solutions in our platform”. McKenna said that he and Dedrick would continue their individual contact with the students. He also said that he and his running-mate plan to “hit every hall on campus.”

The most important issue of the campaign was community and individual development. The concept of the community geared towards individual development and subsequent development of community is our most basic goal. We have tried to show all the building of a community entails, and only then to make a personal commitment to this concept.”

John Mroz felt that “The issues were pretty clouded. McKenna and his University Senate idea, didn’t get the spotlight.” Mroz stated that “The overriding issue was who can implement the platform.”

Mroz commented on what he felt was the main difference between his and McKenna. “The main difference is implementation. Ted and I have been involved in Hall life, class governments, Alumni, faculty, Student Government and minority enrollment.”

A statement released by McKenna on implementation reads: “We feel that the key factor in this campaign is personal commitment. Implementation becomes an empty word if it is not preceded by strong conviction. We have had that conviction in the past in areas of hall life, academic reform, student rights, and the problems of minority groups. Our platform is consistent with our stand on these issues and expresses our method of implementation.”

When asked about the continued on page 2
Johnny Dee: "I must move on..."

Dee announces he'll not renew his contract

Basketball coach Johnny Dee has revealed that he will not seek an extension of his contract when it expires at the end of the 1970-71 season, two years from now. Dee claims that neither the announcement itself nor its timing is related to the past season. "I'm not nearly so disappointed with this team as a lot of people are. This is only the third time in Notre Dame history that a team has won 20 games in consecutive years. And we finished with the number two and three scorers in the school's history," Dee explained.

"This is as far as I want to go with coaching. I've enjoyed it. Guya says, 'Once you're out of it, you'll miss it.' Sure I'll miss it. Hell, if I didn't, it wouldn't have been any fun while I was in it."

"In fairness to my family and to myself, and to Notre Dame, I feel I must move on in two years. You have to do what the situation dictates. I just want a chance to try it again."

The 46-year old mentor said he would probably return to coaching partnership with his Denver law firm. "I've tried to do as much work there as possible each summer, just keeping my foot in the door."

In addition, Dee hopes to retain his line of tennis shoes and basketball accessories.

He rejected the notion that his status as a lame-duck coach would alter Notre Dame's basketball situation. "I don't think it will hurt my recruiting any, not any more than it will hurt at Kentucky where a recruit knows Adolph Rupp won't be there next year, or at Butler where they know Tony Hinkle won't be there next year. A high school boy can never be sure that the man who recruits him is the man who will coach him," Dee said.

Dee emphasized that his decision, which has been known to his players for some time, is irrevocable. "I guess I've been thinking subconsciously about it for a couple years," he noted.

Dee was hired in March, 1964. Since then he has posted won-loss records of 13-12, 5-21, 14-14, 21-9 and 20-7.

---

SMC legislation passes Davis recommendation

Last night the St. Mary's Legislation passed a recommendation submitted by Sally Davis, the present Academic Commissioner, concerning the reconstruction of the Academic Commission.

It was recommended that the Academic Commission be restructured to include an Activities Chairman and an Academic Affairs Chairman.

The Academic Activities Chairman would direct all activities such as Free University, Co-Ex Speakers and Galleons. She would be appointed by the Cabinet of the Student Body President and approved by the Student Assembly.

The other affairs such as academic reform and curriculum change would be directed by the Academic Affairs Chairman. She would be elected by the Student Body as their co-ordinator of student representatives to all committees.

There would also be an Academic Affairs advisory committee of the student representatives to the College Academic Committees and the advisory board of the Teacher-Course Evaluation Program.

The chairman of this assembly would be the Academic Affairs Chairman.

Also discussed at the legislature meeting was the recent Student Affairs Committee meeting. At this meeting the recommendation of the legislature on smoking in Matera was accepted.

系哎 and the other affairs such as academic reform and curriculum change would be directed by the Academic Affairs Chairman. She would be elected by the Student Body as their co-ordinator of student representatives to all committees.

The other affairs such as academic reform and curriculum change would be directed by the Academic Affairs Chairman. She would be elected by the Student Body as their co-ordinator of student representatives to all committees.

The dress bill which the legislature passed was the recent Student Affairs Committee meeting. At this meeting the recommendation of the legislature on smoking in Matera was accepted.

系哎 and the other affairs such as academic reform and curriculum change would be directed by the Academic Affairs Chairman. She would be elected by the Student Body as their co-ordinator of student representatives to all committees.

The dress bill which the legislature passed was the recent Student Affairs Committee meeting. At this meeting the recommendation of the legislature on smoking in Matera was accepted.

Student government rights trip slated over Easter break

Three Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students have begun to organize the annual Student Government Civil Rights project. The purpose of this project is to send students to Hampton County, South Carolina, over Easter vacation, to act as volunteer workers for the NAACP.

Mr. James Moore, director of the Hampton County branch of the NAACP, is requesting aid as well as assistance in conducting a poverty survey in the Hampton County area.

Senior Pete McInerney, organizer of this year's trip, said that there will be a sign-up meeting held early next week to discuss plans for the trip. McInerney said that approximately five cars will be needed to provide transportation to and from Hampton County. He added that Student Government will cover all transportation costs.

Prospective Theology Major?

Meet with Dr. William G. Storey, the major advisor, and current theology majors.

7:30 p.m. March 13, 1969 room 800 library
Run Your Own Ad For St. Patrick's Day
Say hello to her through the News Media!

Three Lines - $1.00 Six Lines - $1.75

example

To the third and 435:
On March 17 "I want to speak Irish well," but the other 364 . . .

DEIS

Come up to the OBSERVER BUSINESS OFFICE Second Floor LaFortune Any Afternoon This Week

TONIGHT!
The Collegiate Jazz Festival Presents:
JAZZ SYMPOSIUM

TOPIC: WHERE IS THE JAZZ AUDIENCE?

PANELISTS: THAD JONES' GARY McFARLAND, CLARK TERRY, ERNIE WILKENS, DAM MORGENSEN, REV. GEORGE WISKIRCHEN, REV. CARL HAGER

FREE

8:00 P.M. CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
The nation's greatest jazz festival

THE COLLEGIATE JAZZ FESTIVAL
9 COMBOS & 9 BIG BANDS COMPETE MARCH 14 & MARCH 15, 1:30 & 7:30 PM

AFTERNOON SESSIONS $1.00 EVENING SESSIONS $3.00

ALL SESSIONS $4.50

TICKETS IN THE DINING HALLS AND AT THE DOOR

A STUDENT PRESENTATION
For non-violent studies

Gulf Oil grants $100,000

The Gulf Oil Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., yesterday announced a $100,000 unrestricted grant to the University of Notre Dame, which will be used to support a student-proposed academic program in the non-violent resolution of human conflict.

Dr. Alex Lewis, Jr., a senior vice president of Gulf, said Gulf’s gift was indicative of its “concern for the preservation of freedom and innovation as values basic to the life of the university and as an expression of our management’s concern for Notre Dame’s future.”

The proposal, which will be prepared in consultation with the University of Notre Dame, will be submitted to the University of Notre Dame for review and approval. The University of Notre Dame will be responsible for implementing the program.

The final election for nominations will be held on Friday, March 28, and the new government will take over May 4.

Dame and Father Hesburgh for the leadership they have displayed in the campus conflict without campus violence.

The proposed Department for the Study and Practice of the Revolution of Human Conflict through Non-Violence was originated by Charles McCarthy, instructor in the Colleague Seminar, and 38 campus leaders, last week. Dr. Lewis of Gulf said, “We at Gulf are particularly attracted to this project because it was initiated by students.”

The implementation of the program will be through the curriculum reform currently going on. Father Hesburgh said, “I am convinced of the academic viability of what our students have proposed; the study of non-violence should be a dimension of any contemporary education which is genuinely interested in preparing students for constructive roles in society.”

President Nixon announced from the White House yesterday that Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, S.J., would take over as chairman of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission at Notre Dame. Dr. John Hannah, president of Michigan State University.

The final election for nominations will be held on Friday, March 28, and the new government will take over May 4.

President Nixon announced from the White House yesterday that Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, S.J., would take over as chairman of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission at Notre Dame. Dr. John Hannah, president of Michigan State University.

Hesburgh, who has been on the commission since its inception in 1957, replaces Dr. John Hannah, president of Michigan State University.

“I had planned to retire from the commission this year,” Father Hesburgh said. “However, President Nixon has expressed interest in having the commission continue strongly all its programs and possibly inaugurate some new ones. More than 75% of the recommendations of the Commission to the President and the Congress have been enacted into Federal Law, against a background of eighty years without civil rights legislation prior to 1957.”

Hesburgh said that he would be “staying on for awhile in the capacity of Chairman.”

“I am grateful to the President for this opportunity of serving our country and him in an area that has always been of great concern to me personally: equal opportunity for all Americans to enjoy life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; equal rights for all and equal dignity, too.”

LAST CHANCE!!

FINAL TICKET SALES FOR THE

COMMUNITY FORUM ON BLACK POWER

(MARCH 16 - 20)

Featuring

Adam Clayton Powell

HATCHER - GREGORY DEBATE

Shirley Chisholm

James Farmer

TODAY & FRIDAY

in the

Dining Halls & the Huddle

(Student $2.00)

Adults $3.00

Total: 2081 2071 93 287

Percent: 45.9 46.7 2.0 6.4

With the sound that frees your soul. Unclamps your ego. Makes you feel and see and touch. And listen.

The Revolutionaries are on Columbia Records

Available at the

Notre Dame Hammes Bookstore

Includes all the really big ones by Dylan. The songs have been recorded very successfully by many other fine artists, but nobody sings Dylan like Dylan.

Their latest without Booking your record library isn't complete.
The Marrieds: A question of "maturity"

by Ted Price

This is the fourth of a five-part series on the married student at Notre Dame and St. Mary's.

The tangible problems of marriage before graduation, money, and housing and so forth, are the usual arguments against it. But these can usually be worked out by a couple who are determined enough, and rapidly assume a peripheral status to the more basic problem of making the marriage itself work.

Most of the couples interviewed for this series agreed that there was a high degree of maturity required for a younger marriage. However, they did not feel that marriage before graduation was entirely out of the question, or automatically doomed to end in court.

"The first thing you have to take into account," commented a Senior, "is the fact that couples like us have heard all the advice against getting married early, and have still decided to give it a try. We were fully aware of all the rhetoric which had been brought up, and we were not blind to it. But Kathy and I felt that we could make this thing work and were willing to take the chance."

Then it is that because of the point of view of the culture, because of all the presurrassion to remain single, that those couples who are getting married early, and have still decided to give it a try. We were fully aware of all the rhetoric which had been brought up, and we were not blind to it. But Kathy and I felt that we could make this thing work and were willing to take the chance."

Another student put it this way: "My friends seem to be much less concerned with things, to that are now so important--I am thinking about raising my daughter and providing a good home for her and my wife. These are problems that they haven't thought about yet. Their biggest problems are where the party is over the weekend."

"Marrying and starting a family is quite a jolt to a person, no matter how much he or she may have prepared for it."

"Married students seem to be much more introspective than other. They are also more honest and have still decided to give it a try. We were fully aware of all the rhetoric which had been brought up, and we were not blind to it. But Kathy and I felt that we could make this thing work and were willing to take the chance."
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Another student put it this way: "My friends seem to be much less concerned with things, to that are now so important--I am thinking about raising my daughter and providing a good home for her and my wife. These are problems that they haven't thought about yet. Their biggest problems are where the party is over the weekend."